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ABSTRACT:
In recent years, growth in telecommunication industry in Malaysia had slowed down due
to market saturation. This had eventually resulted to high competition among wireless
telecommunication provider to win more market shares from their competitors. And high
involvement needed to retain their existing customers and safe their customer base.

In this situation, public relations and customer satisfaction is being questioned either it
does help to customer loyalty and brand awareness toward the telecommunication service
providers.
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The aims of this project were to identify the factors which contribute to good public
relations. Customers’ satisfaction is evaluated through their involvement in public
relations programs and their satisfactions that they expressed.

Among the factor that investigated in this project is usage of media as communication
medium to promote before and after a public relations event. Media does play its
important role in bringing public relations programs to success by providing a well
defined medium for communication between the telecommunication providers and their
‘publics’ which refers to their customers and potential customer in the current market.

Most telecommunication industry players that believe and interested in Public relations
activities will conduct their own event or program to impress their customer. And if the
organization does not have the capability of conducting events by themselves, they still
have option to select a PR firm and out source the PR event management to them.
Customer satisfaction is the motive behind any public relations event that conducted by
an organization.
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